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From the Junior League of Denver, this classic cookbook offers a treasure trove of recipes that

reflect Colorado's casual style of living and natural bounty. Features 680 delicious triple-tested

recipes within a spiral-bound book with washable cover.
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I have been using this cookbook for years. I don't like to spend a lot of time in the kitchen but love

good food. Every recipe that I have tried has been great. I just bought another copy to give as a

bridal shower present, knowing that a new cook will appreciate the simplicity of such great recipes

as Marinated Grilled Flank Steak, Chicken Durango, Pedro's Delight. My other favorite cookbook is

the Creme de Colorado, also by the Junior League of Denver.

If you do not have this cook book in your collection, BUY IT! It is full of wonderful recipes for all

occasions. This has been a main stay in my cook book collection since the 70's. I find it

indispensable.

I bought a second Colorado Cache as I have worn out the first book. Recipes are fantastic,

especially the chicken salad.

Junior League cookbooks can be a mixed bag. But generally keep in mind that they represent a

community's best cooks showing off for attention.Southern cookbooks should reflect Southern

cooking traditions and so on.Colorado Cache is a very inviting collection of newer cooking traditions,



often new twists on older recipes. Great gift for newlyweds, as it reflects more recent but

dependable trends in cuisine. Always keep in mind that a Jr. League cookbook has earned its price

if it only generates 4 to 6 favorite recipes for you! Colorado Cache provides wonderful Denver

summer and winter favorites.

I grew up eating many meals made from this cook book! And now I use it for my own family. There

are great recipes that are not difficult, not time consuming, and use all the basics you already have

in your kitchen. Healthy cooking too! I like the Chicken Spagetti-great for potluck dinners!

This is my favorite cookbook and have had it for about 25 years. I have cooked many of the recipes

and they all were perfect. My purchase this time was for a gift.

Great recipes and easy-to-use spiral format make this my FAVORITE cookbook! Have yet to make

anything in this book that I didn't totally love.

This is a good basic cook book, nothing fancy. The spices used are in your rack already. Super for

people like me who like to cook but do not have time or experience for fancy cooking.
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